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A Day on Mars 

 

A long time ago on the Planet Mars there were two aliens. The first alien’s name was Six Eye and the 
second alien’s name was One Eye. They were best friends!  

One day they were eating Mars Soup for lunch and out of nowhere they saw a flying saucer land 
right in front of their home. They both were shocked and afraid. One Eye said “Where did this 
flying saucer come from?” To which Six Eye replied “I have no idea!”  

A weird looking creature stepped out of the flying saucer and the two aliens asked reluctantly “Who 
are you? What is your name? How did you get here?”  

The creature replied “My name is Octo Arm, I came from Neptune. I wanted to visit a new planet. 
Nobody on my planet likes me. I wanted to make new friends so I flew off with this spaceship” 

Six Eye and One Eye felt sorry for Octo Arm. They knew what it felt like to have no friends. They 
told Octo Arm they will be his first friends. The three friends started having fun conversations about 
hobbies, food, likes, dislikes and other such alien things. Before they knew it; it was time for supper! 

Luckily that day happened to be the day when Six Eye had pre-planned a sleep over at One Eyes’ 
house. The three friends went to One Eyes’ house and surprised his parents with the new friend. 
Octo Arm felt nervous and afraid - after all he never had any friends and never met his friends’ 
parents before.  

One Eyes’ parents were very kind and pleasant. They made Octo Arm feel comfortable and offered 
him to have a sleepover with his new found friends! On one hand Octo Arm was happy beyond 
words, he could not believe how friendly everyone was and on the other hand we was feeling sad 
because they made him think about his parents. Octo Arm was really missing his family.  

One Eye saw the sadness on “Octo Arms’ face and asked “What’s wrong, is everything okay? Octo 
Arm said “I am really sad and heartbroken. I miss my family. I wish they came with me” 

Suddenly another flying saucer crash landed in front of One Eyes’ house and Octo Arm stunned. He 
could not believe his eyes! The flying saucers’ door opened and out came his Mom and Dad. Octo 
Arm squealed “I was missing you so much. I was thinking about you right now. How did you find 
me?” Octo Arms’ Mom said “I was tracking your GPS and it showed that you were here. So we just 
followed you” 

Octo Arm introduced his parents to his new friends and One Eyes’ family. They all ate Mars 
Pizzazz, Salad and Marstrone. All that delicious made them very tired and sleepy. It was way past 
bed time. Everybody got ready for bed and were given assigned spots for bedtime.  
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They woke up the next day and the house smelled like Mancakes. The whole house ran into the 
kitchen wanting a bite of the warm and delicious Mancakes. One Eye’s Mom was kind enough to 
serve everybody breakfast.  

The kids wanted to play a little bit of Marsball. After playing outside for a little bit they decided to 
indoors and read some books.  Just as they were done with reading, they heard One Eye’s Mom call 
them for Lunch.  

During Lunch, Octo Arms’ parents discussed how they had to go back to Neptune. Octo Arm was 
sad that he had to leave his friends behind. One Eye was quick to say “Don’t be sad, we’re just four 
planets away!”  

As soon as Octo Arm landed on Neptune suddenly everybody wanted to be friends with him! The 
tales of his journey travelled across the planets. He was happy that everybody wanted to be friends 
with him.  

Octo Arm became a role model for children who felt lonely and neglected. He spoke openly about 
how it feels to have no friends, nobody to play with and nobody to share his secrets with.  The 
children learnt how to be kind and accepting of everybody from Octo Arms’ stories.  

Slowly but surely Neptune was one big happy family. As a reward, several parents decided to take a 
field trip to Mars.  Octo Arm was delighted to hear this. He couldn’t wait to see Six Eye and One 
Eye again - after all they were the ones’ who taught Octo Arm what friends and friendships are all 
about! 

 

 

 


